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ABSTRACT

The beryllium neutron multiplier in the ITER breeding blanket will generate

tritium through transmutations. That tritium constitutes a safety hazard.

• Experiments evaluating tritium storage and release mechanisms have shown that

most of the tritium comes out in a burst during thermal ramping. A small

, fraction of retained tritium is released by thermally activated processes.

Analysis of recent experimental data shows that most of the tritium resides in

helium bubbles. That tritium is released when the bubbles undergo swelling

sufficient to develop porosity that connects with the surface. That appears

to occur when swelling reaches about I0 - 15%. Other tritium appears to be

stored chemically at oxide inclusions, probably as Be(OT)2. That component is

released by thermalactivation. There is considerablevariationin published

values for tritium diffusionthroughthe berylliumand solubilityin it. Data

from experimentsusing highly irradiatedberylliumfrom the IdahoNational

EngineeringLaboratoryshowed diffusivitygenerally in line with the most

commonly accepted values for fully dense material. Lower densitymaterial,

" planned for use in the ITER blanket may have very short diffusion times

because of the open structure. The beryllium multiplier of the ITER breeding

- blanket was analyzed for tritium release characteristics using temperature and

helium production figures at the midplane generated in support of the ITER

SummerWorkshop, 1990 in Garching. Ordinary operation, either in Physics or

Technology phases, should not result in the release of tritium trapped in the

helium bubbles. Temperature excursions above 600°C result in large-scale

release of that tritium.
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TRITIUM BEHAVIORIN ITER BERYLLIUM

INTRODUCTION
w

Berylliumwill be used in the ITER breeding blanket as a neutron

' multiplier. Several configuration options are being considered including Be

pebbles and blocks. I Plasma-sprayed Be is also being explored as a plasma-

facing material for the divertor and first-wall structures. We know from

experience the approximate amount of tritium that will be produced in the Be

but the production rate estimate needs refinement. Less certain are the

emission characteristics of this tritium under normal operating conditions and

particularly in the event of an accident involving a therlilal 'transient. The

objective of this work is to explore the information available that would lead

to a mechanistic model for such release and attempt to forecast the magnitude

and approximate rate of release for a postulated accident in ITER. This

analysis considers only solid Be in the pebble or block form. Plasma-sprayedm

Be is expected to be quite different in character from this reference

material.

TRITIUM SOURCES

The main source of tritium in Be is the reaction chain

: 9Be + n - 6He +z

| 6He - BLi + #- (I)

SLi + n - 3H + :

The first of these reactions has a threshold at 600 keV with a strong

resonance.(0.105barn) at 3 MeV. The reaction

" 9Be + n - BLi + 3H (2)

is also possible in a fusion reactor, but it is not seen much in fission

reactor data because of its 10.4 MeV threshold. --



Also, there may be some Li impurity (-200 appm for the MgF process, < 20

appm from the bertrandite process). 2 The _Li component in the impurity

(about 7%) reacts with thermal neutrons in the last of reactions (I) while the

ILl has the threshold reaction with fast neutrons

7Li + n - 3H + e + n . (3)
|

A substantial amount of He is produced with the tritium. The 9Be (n,2n)

8Be reaction for which the Be is used in ITER terminates in the production of

two m particles. The rate of He production in Be is proportional to neutron

fluence but varies with neutron energy spectrum. Table I lists some measured

values for comparison. Generally, the .fast-flux fission reactors exhibit less

He production because it is produced by threshold reactions, and the actual

number of neutrons with energies sufficient to produce the He is less in the

fast fission reactors. In fusion reactors where the spectrum has a strong

peak in excess of 14 MeV, the production rate should be higher than in fission

reactors. Two separate calculations using a typical fusion spectrum give

about 6600 appm He/lO 22 n/cre2 (E > I MeV)o3 Calculations made to estimate He

production in the ITER blanket used 6000 appmHe/t022 n/cm2 (E > I MEV).4

The 4He/3H ratio found in irradiated Be also varies depending on the

neutron energy spectrum, the aging time for tritium decay, the mobility of the

He produced, and the amount of Li and other impurities; but it is typically

between 7 and 17.5,8 Figure I shows a distribution of He/T ratios for

7 Ells &several values of neutron fluence observed in data from Tromp,
s

Perryman, and Beeston et al. 8 No clear trend is evident, but the average

value is 17.2.

There appears to be a strong correlation between the behavior of the He

in the Be and the release characteristics of the tritium. He bubbles migrate

and coalesce to form interconnected porosity, sometimes connected with the ,
surface of the material. The observed release of large quantities of tritium

from Be at the same temperatures suggests there is a tendency for the tritium

produced to follow the He into the bubbles and to be released with the He.

2
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Table I. He production in Be by fission neutrons.

Parameter ATR 9 BR2 to EBR-II lt

Irradiation
Temperature(°C) 75 45 427-487

_w

Fluence (1022n/cmz) 1.4-.3.4 0.7-2.9 0.8-1.3

appm He/1OZZn/cm2 4400 2205-3730 1540

Maximum He
concentration,appm 15000 6600/11200 2000

50

• Tromp

[] [] Ells & PerrymanI

30 - _, Beeston et al.

20-
0
,.,=

-r"

10-

I •

,I

5 I I t, I I z
0,05 O.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10

" Neutron fluence, _b(10_ n/cm2, E > 1 MeV) .

Figure 1. The He/T ratio produced in fission reactors shows considerable
variation.
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HELIUM BEHAVIOR

Theories of swelling of irradiated materials and migration and

coalescence of bubbles of inert gas in them have been under investigation and

development for many years o12,13,14 To summarize, nuclear reactions result

in a net increase in the number of atoms present. That causes some Swelling

just to accommodate these additional atoms. As inert gas atoms are formed in

a metal matrix, they very quickly supersaturate the material (He is insoluble

in metals) and precipitate as embryonic bubbles or clusters on any available

nuclei suchas dislocation loops, vacancies, inclusions, and grain boundaries

When sufficient energy is available for vacancy movement and/or self diffusion

to take place, host atoms and entrained gas atoms move about the lattice.

Coalescence of the gas atoms is energetically favored with the atoms in the

resulting bubbles taking on the characteristic of a highly compressed gas only

when there is sufficient volume available for the gas atoms to become

separated from each other, The bubbles remain stable in size when
b

.p (4)
ro

t

where T is the surface energy of the bubble (equivalentof surface tension),

ro is the effectivebubble radius at equilibrium,and P is the gas pressure.

Because of the accretionof gas atoms that wander to the bubble surfaceand

become absorbed,there is a tendency for the bubbles to grow. Bubblesalso

move, either in random Brownianmotion or under the influenceof an applied

force. When they collide, they coalesce. Because of the larger volume

required after coalescenceof two bubbles to satisfy Eq.(4),lattice atoms

recede from the bubble site which causes additionalswellingwith a reduction

in pressure inside the bubble.

Bubbles tend to collect at grain boundariesand inclusions. They also

tend to become larger there than within the grains. As these bubblesbecome

connectedthey may produce blisteringor flakingor they may open up channels

to the material surface, dependingon the particularconditions. Development

of open porosity also results in loss of gas from the metal lattice. A model

that assumes bubblesof the same :;izewith a uniform number densitypredicts

4
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bubble collision and growth rates based on random walk or driven bubble

motion. Iz This collision time obeys an Arrhenius law (is thermally activated)

and can be correlated with experimentally observed swelling rates during

annealing experiments. When a critical combination of bubble size and hel_um

content has been achieved, the bubble coalescence solely due to growth rates
Iw

from accretion overtakes that due to movement in the grain or along a grain

boundary. This acceleration of bubble growth rates results in a departure

from the monotonic Arrhenius nature of swelling and gas release and is called

"breakaway". lt has been observed in a number of experiments Iz Figure 2

after Rich, Redding, and Barnes, 15 shows representative swelling data for Be

irradiated in the Materials Test Reactor (MTR) to 7.6 x 1021 n/cm2 (E > I

MEV).

During constant heating rate experiments, there is a sudden increase in

swelling when temperatures exceed a critical temperature, often in the

vicinity of 600°C. This corresponds to the "breakaway" described in

theoretical treatments of swelling and is associated with a departure from

, thermally activated self-diffusion processes, lt also corresponds with a

general release of helium. Variations in swelling amount and time required

for swelling to reach saturation are illustrated by the data of Figure 2.

These variations are functions of initial metal density, composition, and

irradiation history. In one set of post-irradiation experiments on Be

irradiated in the Advanced Test Reactor, bubble radii were observed by
II

electron microscopy to grow linearly with annealing temperature.

The swelling process has been modelled by Barnes. 12 His equation for

swelling during irradiation at elevated temperature is

IAV kT% 3OsF In(t) _ _ t_ (5)It I

, V 4

I,

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, ao is the lattice constant,

// is the He production rate, _ is the bubble surface energy (assumed to be

I j/m2), Ds is the self diffusion constant, F is the mobilization force (taken

as 10.9 N), and t is irradiation time at elevated temperature. A similar

:!
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Figure 2. Helium release histories for three MTR samples held at 700°C. Only
the total gas release was published for the lowest curve.

expression,

AV kTao 3OsFt -4 -4 (6)
V 4

is given for _welling during post-irradiation anneals. The parameters in

Eq.(6)have the samemeaningsexceptT/is the totalHe contentand t is the

elapsedtime of the anneal. Notinga nominalmaximumpossibleswellingof

30%,Barnessays "breakaway"swellingshouldbe seenwhen swellingrc hes

about10%. Puttingvaluesfor samplesirradiatedat the INELand subsequently

' testedby Baldwint6(discussedbelow)intoEq.(6)with a breakaway
b

temperatureof 884 K gavea criticalvalueof swellingof 16%,in good

agreementwith Barnes'theory.



OTHER PROCESSES

Chemical Reactions

The temperatureof 600°C is also approximatelythat at which a number of

chemical reactionsinvolvingBe commence. For example, reactionsof Be with

LiSO3 begin at about 650°C, and Be is stable in LiSO4 only to about 700°C.

The reaction of Be with stainlesssteel begins at 600°C. lt proceedsmore
t

rapidly than the LiSO3 or LiSO4 reactionsand results From the migration of Be
atoms into the steel structureto form BeNi.I7

Sel f Diffusion

An explanation for the relatively sudden onset of chemical activity at

these temperatures is that t,,_ Be metal atoms themselves become sufficiently

mobile to penetrate the protective oxide coating. The self-diffusion

coefficient, Ds, has been determined 18 to be given by

Ds - 0.52 exp 1-18'922T{K) -'TcmZ. (7)f

Consider, now, the movement of atoms across a grain of the material. Swelling

• is thought to accompany collection of gas in the large bubbles that seem to

prefer locations at grain boundaries, a The time constant for a self-

diffusion process that requires movement to the boundary of a grain 25 #m in

diameter is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 3.

When the temperatureapproaches600°C, the transienttimes become

typical of those seen in swelling and helium release experiments. These

experimentsare often conductedat temperaturerates of a few °C/min such that

the tests last only a few hours. Notice that at 500°Cthe time required for

trans-granularself diffusion is 35.7 hours while at 650°C the time has

dropped to only 40.8 minutes. Hence, thermalactivationof self diffusion

should be consideredas a possiblemechanismresponsiblefor the apparent

unleashing of swelling and gas release.

-- aGas dispersedin very small bubbleswill exist at much higher pressures(see Eq,(4)),and swelling.ill
be minimal. One method for controllingswelling isthe precipitationof small nucleationsites that tend to

pin the small He bubbles.

7
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r= 12 /_m.

TRITIUMMOVEMENTAND RELEASE

Conceptu_l Model

Unlike He, which is considered essentially insoluble in Be, hydrogen has

an apparent finite solubility following Sieverts' law. The value of that

solubility historically accepted is 3 82xi0 B atomatom. PaI/z , due to Jones and

Gibson. IB The enthalpy of solution is given by them as very nearly zero.

This value for solubility is in some doubt, however as will be discussed

below.

Swansiger 2° measured tritium solubility in high-purity Be and found

that for temperatures above 700 K, solubility was given by



]S - 0.084 exp II'-11510 (Pa-II2). (8)
L T

The solution enthalpy of about 97 kJ/Mole (i eV) is endothermic but

. substantially less than that required to form the hydride (318 kJ/mole). At

lower temperatures the apparent solubility exhibited somewhat erratic

exothermic behavior. Swansiger assumed the erratic, low-temperature behavior

was due to trapping, similar to what was seen by Wampler. 21 Wampler had

implanted deuterium into Be foils and found that the deuterium saturated in

the Be at about 0.31 D/Be. This seems associated with a maximumdamage level

tolerated in the Be and is not inconsistent with the ideas presented here.

Hydrogen has a much higher diffusivity in Be than the self diffusion of

Be atoms, lt is given by Jones and Gibson as

D - 3.0x10-7 exp -0.192 eV] cm____z . (9)
kT J s

w

If this is true, then at 300°C hydrogen diffusion is more than 81,000 times

faster than self diffusion, but it is much less sensitive to temperature.

" Abramov et al. 2z measured higher diffusivity values on extra grade

(D = 6.7x10 "9 exp[ 28.4(kJ)/RT]) and high grade (D : 8.0xi0 -9 exp[-35.1(kJ)

/RT]) beryllium. Higher values yet have been reported by Pemsler and

Rapperport. 23 In any case, as tritium is formed in the Be lattice at modest

temperatures, it should diffuse tosites of lower energy. By comparison with

self-diffusion (and by inference to swelling) it moves rather quickly, lt

collects at lower energy sites which in this case are thought to be the

bubbles or clusters of He and inclusions or grain boundaries where tritium

atoms may react to form molecules. Be(OT)2 may form at oxide inclusions that

are present in all forms of Be considered for use in nuclear reactors. The

STP formation enthalpy, &lH°, for the reaction

2BeO(cr,#)+ 2H(g) - Be(OH)z(cr,#)+ Be(cr) (10)

is -67.9 kJ/mole H, 24

:ii



If tritium collects in bubbles, it probably exists as molecules. The

partial pressure in the bubbles ray be expected to build by diffusion until a

chemical equilibrium is established with tritium in the lattice. The

magnitude of that pressure may be estimated. Suppose, for example, that 2000

appm tritium was prod_ced _n Be that had experienced 3% swelling (taken to be

the volume of the bi_bbles), that the temperature was 25_C, and that the ideal

gas law was applicable in the bubbles. Tnese were the approximate conditions O
for samples u_ed in disso!utioi_ experiments performed by Causey on highly

irradiated Be (5xi022 n/cre2 (r > I MEV)) 11 Mass conservation requires that

the sum of the triti_!m in the lattice, estimated from the pressure and

solubility, combined with that in the bubbles, obtained from pressure,

temperatur,_, and volume, mus_, sum to the total tritium produced less losses,

decay, and chemically reacted tritium. In the present example, if the Jones

and Gibson solubility is correct and no other storage or loss mechanisms were

operative, we would expect the partial pressure of tritium in the bubbles to

reach about 35 MPa and constitute about 89.3% of the tritium, if Swansiger's

solubility is right, the pressure would be 38 MPa and the ratio of tr',tium in

bubbles to that in solution, neglecting other reservoirs would be 2.5x]011.

The Be tested by Causey was estimated tn have 24,000 _ 30_000 appmHe

(based on measurements of He in other samples rom the same lot) and found to

contain about 2,100 appm tritium after 8.2 years of dec_/. Approximately

97.6% of the tritium was found to come out of the dissolving acid in the

elemental molecular form. lt suggests that much of the tritium in highly

irradiated beryllium is stored as molecules in He bubbles or voids. But a

sizeable fraction, perhaps 2.4%, is also stored in another form, possibly as

ditritoxide. That is less than what would be predicted based on the apparent

solubility of Jones and Gibson (what they really saw was probably chemical

storage) and consistent with the notion that the formation of He bubbles

constitutes another reservoir for t_'itium. Tritium stored as ditritoxide

would go into solution in the acid.

16 andAlso, in the thermal release experiments performed by Baldwin

discussed in the following section, more than 95% of the tritium evolved came

in a burst as the temperature exceeded 600°C. This, too, appears connected to

release from bubbles.

I_l_,l.... _..... tt_ 'm' _ tt"'_',_ " _lr........ q" °" ',11 '



These results suggest that the concept that some of the tritium moves to

and is retained in bubbles is fundamentally correct. There may be other

storage processes active as well such as chemical reactions. Probably very

little tritium is stored in the lattice itself.

Release Experiments

Baldwin and co-workers 16 conducted very careful experiments on heavily

irradiated Be from the same lot as the sample examined by Causey to gain

insight into storage and release characteristics pertinent to the ITER

breeding blanket. Their experiments were very similar to those performed by

Jones and Gibson. One difference, a significant one, was the use of once

through sweep gas as opposed to the recycling of gas past the sample done by

Jones and Gibson. In this section the data from these experiments will be

analyzed to further establish the conceptual model to be presented.

Prominent questions in the present pursuit for ITER beryllium are

whether tritium release from neutron-irradiated Be will be diffusion

controlled, surface limited or regulated Dy some other process and whether the

diffusivity reported by Jones and Gibson is correct. Reasons for believing

d , that release is at least partially diffusion limited will now be discussed.

Idealizations - lt has been shown25 that under the idealized

assumption of one dimensional diffusion from a thin slab of thickness 2L, the

released fraction, f, is given as a function of time by

- - -- Ot (Ii)

_2 (2m+l) 2 2

where D is the diffusivity of tritium in the material. The value of D may be

extracted from experimental data in which the assumed conditions apply by

noting that for large values of the dimensionless time, 8 : t/T, where the

time constant, T, is given by

L2
T-_ , (12)

D

the series of Eq.(11)effectivelyreducesto a single term. In that case

!!
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I

I
j ]D 4L2- --- In (I- f) . (13)

I

Recombination - If the release of tritium is limited by surface

processes, however, the profiles will be visibly different. For second order b

] recombination limited evolution, where the emission flux is proportional to a

recombination coefficient, K r, and 'the square o# the dissolved gas atom

concentration, it has been shown26 that for released fraction, f,

L
I - f - (14)

2Krcot + L

where co is the dissolved gas atom concentration at time t : O. This may be
written in terms of a dimensionless emission parameter, m, where

2KrLco. (15)
D

as
f

I - f - I . (16)
_0 +I

The a in this equation is the same t/T used previously. The emission

parameter, _, characterizes emission from the metal. If diffusion is much

more rapid than recombination, _ will be small, and emission will be surface-

limited. Conversely, if the diffusivity is comparatively small, _ will be

large and diffusion will control emission. By assumption, _ must be small for

Eq.(14) to apply.

When an overpressure of a reactive gas such as hydrogen is present, as

it was in the experiments of both Jones and Gibson and of Baldwin, then we J

expect that emission of the tritium from the surface will be First order or

proportional to the surface concentration to the first power. In such a case

it is trivial to show that



Ep

d [In(1 - f)] - - (17)
dt 2L

where again the plate is assumed to be of thickness 2L. lt is worth noting

. that this assumption gives a linear semi-log plot at all times, in contrast to

the diffusion-limited case in which there is an initial transient that ,s non-

linear. Further_ for this condition to apply the surface reaction must be

significantlyslower than diffusive processes. This will be met if Kr <<

2D/L.

tO

Surface limited
|111|11 iiii i ii

,,

-1.0 - _,, .... _ _-.

I •

,- -2.0 - I "'- _ ..... ..............

• "___= _ "'.. ". econc/orct,_r surface
" "" "-... Ilrn,h=_......-3.0 - I "-.

"'- --. [Cornpre_ecl)

-4,0 - _ ' '
L. First order surface Ilmitea

-5,0- "
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Dimensionless time, e

" Figure 4. Idealized gas evolution curves for release fraction, f.

Irl Figure 4, In(l-f) is plotted as a function of 8 for diffusion-limited

emission (Eq.(11)) and both recombination-limited flows (Eq.(16) with _ = 0.1

and Eq.(17) with Kr = 0.2 D/L). The diffusion-limited function is linear for

8 > 0.13 whereas both surface-limited curves based on e defined for the same

diffusivity appear to be almost flat. In reality, for much longer times the

13
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second-order recombination limited curve has the shape shown by the broken

line labelled as compressed in Figure 4, which is the same curve plotted on a

time scale i000 times coarser. Also shown is the first order curve on the

same compressed t',me scale, lt may be worth noting that the shapes of the

surface limited curves are unaffected by the shape of the specimen from which

the tritium is evolved.

Diffusivity information only appears in experimer:al data if emission is

diffusion-limited, so we focus on the diffusion-limited curve. Two aspects of

its shape are significant in attempting to derive diffusivity from experimen-

tal data. The r,lost obvious is the linear slope that can be used to estimate

diffusivity in the absence of trapping and surface effects. That slope,

indicated by the superimposed dashed line in Figure 4, is -IT2/4. The other

significant feature is the duration of the non-linear transient at the onset

of the process. Assuming it lasts until 8 = 0.13 (1% departure from

exponential), we could also obtain D from

D - 0.!3 L2 (18)
t

where t is the actual time requiredfor the cumulative tritiumrelease to

become linear in semilog coordinates. Note that in establishingwhetr,er

emission approachesidealizeddiffusion-limitedflow from a slab, the 8 = 0.13

point needs to come when In(1 - f) = -0,52. This is also significantin

verifyingthat the saturationvalue used to calculate I - f is the right one.

On the other hand, if the emission is truly surface limited, no data on

diffusivity will be av_.ilable in the emission curves. Manipulation of Eq.(16)

reveals that

Kr - 2_ot __j (19)

J

which means that the quantity t(l - f)/f should be a constant if recombination

is second order Kr is constant, lC recombination is first order, then In(1 -

f) will be linear at all times. This provides a key to determining which

processes may be operative in emission experiments.

iil 4
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* Figure 5. Semilog plot of data extractedfrom Baldwin'smeasurements.16

" Figure 5 is an extractionfrom the data publishedby BaldwinIBfor

tritium releasemeasurementson a Be disk 2.4 mm thick and 10 mm in diameter.

Markers indicatevalues estimatedgraphicallyfrom his printedresults.

Notice that to the right of the points indicatedwith tick marks for the upper

two temperaturesthere is good linearityof thr data. The slopes of those two

curves are in reasonableagreement. The 573 K data appear to have a different

character, however.

The times associatedwith the tick marks in the two hig{lertemperate're

curves are assumed to be those requiredfor initialdiffusivenc- ,lnearitie_

to decay, correspondingto 8 : 0.13. However,for the 684-K curve, This poin,:

falls sufficientlybelow the required In(1 - f) = -0.52 point that it may nc_

'" be assumed directly that the release is purely diffusion limited. Even so,

the value of D estimated using this point is 1.3 x 10.8 cmJs, in e:'cellent

agreement with the value of ] !5 x 10.8 cm2/s given by Eq.(9). The value for

the 784-K curve of 25 hours may be used to evaluate the apparent diffusi_-ity

15
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for tritium in the beryllium at that temperature as 2.08 x 10_ cm2/s with an

uncertainty of about 50%. Eq.(9) gives 1.75 x 10.8 cm2/s at 784 K. If the

slope of the linear part of the 784-K curve is used for diffusivity, the value

of 1.45 x I0 -a cm2/s (±.10%) is derived. This is probably more accurate than

using the transient decay time. Using the slope of the 684-K curve gives an
,u

even closer agreement with Eq.(9). Diffusivity estimates are summarized in

Table 2 and compared with calculated values using Eq.(9).
t,'

Table 2. Diffusivity estimates from the slope of the linear part of the
emission decay curves and from transient times.

....

Temperature Estimatebased Estimatebased on Calculationbased
(K) on slope transienttime on Eg.(9)

(cm_/s) . IcmZ/sl Icm_/s) .
784 1.45E-08 2.08E-08 1.75E-08

,

684 1.19E-08 1.30E-08 I. 15E-08
,,,, t ,," '

573 - 5.77E-09 6.14E-09
, ,,

To examine whether the 573-K data fit a second order recombination- •

limitedrelease model, the quantity t(1 -f)/f is plotted for those data in

Figure 6. The values are almost constant over the last'3/4 of the curve as

may be seen. This is suggestive that a second order process may be

controlling the release over that interval, but it is not controlling during

the first part, and there is a hint that it may be changing toward the end of

the time interval shown. Another argument against simple recombination in the

573-K data is the depth on the In(l-f) scale to which the 573-K data go. As

observed in Figure 4, on a time scale based on the diffusion transient,

recombination limited release, either first or second order, is quite static

and takes a long time to come to equilibrium. If diffusivity is reduced, as

it will be at lower temperatures, it will take a longer real time to give the

same value of 8. Since the two higher temperature curves generally fit the

diffusion constants of Jones and Gibson, we would expect the time scale for

the 573-K data to be only about three times more extended in real time than J

that for the 784-K data. That implies the curve should be approachinn

linearity when the test was terminated. So it appears that neither diffusion

nor simple second order recombination are the sole governing mechanisms in the

573-K data.
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Figure 6. The constancy of the plotted values implies tritium release was
" partiallylimited by a second order process in the 573 K test.

Other - One possibleexplanationfor the displacementin the In(l-f)

axis of both the 573-K and 684-K data is the release of tritium bound up in

the surfaceoxides or in open porosity. This could come out on a very short

time scale and appear to give added depth to the release transients. If this

is the case and we assumethat the 573-K data are just about to become linear

when the temperaturewas changed, i.e., that the # - 0.13 point occurs at

90 hr, the estimatedvalue of the diffusivityis 5.77 x 10.9cmZ/s. This

" compareswell with a value of 6.14 x 10.9cm2/sgiven by Eq.(9) as shown in

Table 2.

Although the actualmechanismis as yet uncertain, it appearsthat quick

releaseof tritium bound near surfacescombinedwith flow from the bulk is a

reasonableexplanationfor the observed transientcharacteristics.
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Breakaway - Another interesting aspect of Baldwin's data may be

observed if we examine the cumulative release fractions for each temperature.

These are presented in an Arrhenius plot in Figure 7. The straight line part

is a l._ast squares fit, but the curved part to the left has a simple curve

added to it to force a fit at the end point,.

.o 0.01
o

_ '
Q
-'_ 0.001 -
rr =

Activation energy 78 kJ/mole--_

0.0001

1E-05 I 1 I I t
1,1 1,2 1.3 1.4 1,5 1,6 1,7 1,8

1000fT(K)

Figure 7. Arrhenius plot of the cumulative tritium release fraction in Baldwin's
experiment .s-O

The relatively linear character of the data to the right of 1000/T = 1.2

(560°C) suggests that probably a single thermal activation process is

responsible for the release of tritium at those temperatures. The slope of

the linear part suggests an activationenergy of 78 kJ/moleof tritium atoms. J

For the highesttemperature (884 K), however, the departurefrom linearity

impliesa differentprocess is dominant, This departurefrom linearity is

totally characteristicof "breakaway"swelling that is also known to take

place at about the same temperatures. That leads to the conclusionthat



"breakaway" growth of bubbles is important in the release of tritium at

temperatures above a critical temperature which for this sample is near 600°C.

If release was due to a single thermally activated process such as solubility

or diffusion, the curve would be linear at all temperatures.

,w.

One more observation on Baldwin's data relates to the complex character

of the release rate at 884 K. In the release rate curves published for the

transient at 884 K, there were two distinct peaks separated in time by eleven

hours. In the first peak there was an immediate rate surge followed by an

exponential decay, lt gives an initial shape to the integrated emission curve

similar to those seen on lower temperature tests, but it is too fast to be

associated with the diffusion-limited release from the bulk of the sample.

This seems to be due to the release of tritium bound up in surfaces. The

larger, secondary release had a complex time history. There was a surge

(larger but slower than in the first peak) followed by a rapid, linear initial

drop and a second, slower, rather linear decay. The time constant for the

second part was in reasonably good agreement with bulk diffusion transients

. predicted by Eq.(12) using Jones and Gibson diffusion data and the full

specimen thickness, lt may be that the steeper first linear segment is

associated with a different diffusion length such as movement along grain

boundaries rather than through the grains.

Tritium Storage - There are several aspects of these results _nat may

shed light on mechanisms for tritium storage in Be. The release fraction

observation is one in particular. In the data both of Jones and Gibson and of

Baldwin, heating the sample to successively higher temperatures resulted in

the attainment of a new, lower equilibrium level of tritium in the sample. At

less than the "breakaway" temperature this obeys an Arrhenius law and seems to

be associated with a chemical process. When "breakaway" occurs, obviously a

, different process becomes active. Interestingly, in the Jones and Gibson data

the emission at 800°C, the next temperature tested after 600°C, resulted in a

substantially larger emission in their experiments than at the previous

temperatures tested, though it was not so pronounced as in Baldwin's

experiments.
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In the Jones and Gibson experiments, the tritium that came from the

sample and got into the gas stream of their closed system stayed there. The

rising tritium concentration in the gas created a chemical potential that was

logically inferred to balance that of tritium assumed dissolved in the Be

sample. Since there was an external tritium partial pressure, then as the
,w

temperature changes took place, one would expect the tritium in the lattice

and/or traps to move into or out from the material to maintain chemical

equilibrium with the gas pressure outside the metal. That apparent

observation by Jones and Gibson gave rise to the value of solubility for

tritium in Be published by them. The observation of a solution enthalpy of

zero was a curious thing. They noticed that and proposed that the tritium may

have been stored in traps.

In Baldwin's work, there was no buildup of tritium in the gas stream,

but the same kind of saturation behavior was observed. If the tritium was

held in the lattice or in simple traps, then conventional theory for the

filling and emptying of traps 26 implies that when exposed to an atmosphere in

which there was no tritium, all the tritium, mobile and trapped, would come

out eventually at any temperature. The rate limiting constraints would be the

number and energy of the traps and the diffusivity. Provided the diffusivity

was sufficiently high for the process to take place on an observable time

scale, the traps would be seen to empty along with the evolution of mobile

tritium.

In Baldwin's experiments, the atmosphere surrounding the samples was

once-through, research grade He spiked with 0.1% Hz. While HZ would have

assisted in removing the tritium from the surface of the samples, isotopic

exchange would have taken place in the metal, and the tritium transient should

not have been stopped short of complete emptying by the presence of the H2.

If the tritium was in the voids or He bubbles as a simple diatomic gas,

the enthalpy required for dissociation, assuming no solution enthalpy in the •

Be as reported by Jones and Gibson, would be approximately the hydrogen

dissociation enthalpy of 218 kJ/mole H (2.26 eV/H). _n comparison with the

-evident diffusion activation energy of 0.192 eV, it seems reasonable to

believe that tritium diffusing to a void or He bubble and combining into a

2O
i
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molecule would stay there for a long time. When these structures move or grow

rapidly and become interconnected, as they can at elevated temperatures, the

tritium would be carried with them. This seems to be the explanation for the

"breakaway" release of tritium seen both by Baldwin and to a lesser extent by

Jones and Gibson. The lesser burst seen by Jones and Gibson is probably a

reflection of the lower number of such structures ir_ the arc cast sample they

used as compared with the powder metallurgy process formed material with a

large number of He bubbles used in Baldwin's experiments.

In addressing the chemical storage process, tritium may be stored as

tritoxide that decomposes with increasing temperature. Ali Be has some BeO

inclusions that can react to form Be(OT)2. These inclusions also tend toi

collect at grain boundaries. The ditritoxide, while not spontaneously formed

from BeOwith molecular tritium gas, is energetically stable with respect to

single tritium atoms such as would be found in the Be lattice. The formation

enthalpy for Be(OH)2 from BeO and H is -67.8 kJ/mole H at STP while from BeO

and H2 it is +300.6 kJ/mole H2. The process may have to go through an

, intermediate stage of BeOT formation that is not favorable (,_FH°(BeOH): +269

kJ/mole), but the overall reaction could be augmented or catalyzed by the Be

metal lattice. Interestingly, the activation energy in Baldwin'sdata

(Figure 7) is very close that associated with dissociation of the ditritoxide

(assumed similar to that of ditritoxide), so the monotritoxide stage is

expected not to be rate limiting.

Apparently, then, tritium that makes it into the lattice either by

nuclear transmutation or by surface dissociation at high temperature or

pressure will diffuse to BeO inclusions where the ditritoxide will be formed.

Under the action of subsequent heating the ditritoxide will dissociate.

Supposing that the solubility of tritium in the lattice is very low, much

lower than reported by Jones and Gibson, the tritium released from the

ditritoxide, in excess of what the lattice will hold, will diffuse to the

surface where it will recombine or be removed by the surface hydrogen. TheL
reverse process of absorbing tritium from a surrounding atmosphere is

difficult energetically. One ought not to see tritium reabsorbed at lower

temperatures in a Jones-and-Gibson-type experiment if this model is correct.
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This ditritoxide dissociation process would explain why in Baldwin's

experiments at less than 600°C an abrupt surface release is observed followed

by one dominated by diffusion. The quick release should be associated with

surface oxides, while the diffusion-limited one is associated with embedded

oxide inclusions.

EVOLUTION MODEL

Having reviewed possible processes pertinent to the release of tritium

from irradiated Be, the following summary seems to be an appropriate

definition for a retention and release model for ITER'

Tritium production will be generally proportional to the fluence of

neutrons with energies E > I MeV. The exact scale factor has not yet been

determined, but a reasonable value may be obtained using data from fission

reactor experiments and activation calculations. He production of 0.0066

He/Be/lOzzn/cm_ is estimated,and a He/T ratio of about 17 should be

observed. For a neutron fluenceof 4.2 x ].021n/cre_ (3 MWy/m2) tritium

production in the Be is roughlyestimatedto be 163 appm. This gives a total

productionfor a 200 tonne breedingblanketof 10.9 kg which is higher than

values others have used.27

The solubility for tritium in Be as given by Jones and Gibson appears to

be incorrect. Rather, especially at low temperatures, the capacity of the Be

for tritium appears to be mainly connected with a combination of chemical

storage, probably as ditritoxide, in inclusions and at grain boundaries

combined with physical storage as gas molecules in voids and He bubbles.

Thermally activated release from the chemical storage at temperatures less

than the "breakaway" temperature fits readily with the Arrhenius relation seen

in Figure 7.

,J

The breakaway temperature varies with helium production (fast neutron

fluence) and other factors such as impurities and fabricatioll processes. For

irradiation at temperat]jre such as will be seen in ITER service, Eq.(5) with
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AV/V of about 10% for the breakaway value is adopted for determining

"breakaway" temperature. Complete gas release is expected when &V/V = 10%

Wemay be justified in assuming that below the "breakaway" temperature,

much of the tritium will be stored in bubbles and voids. If the Be is fully

dense, the volume available for such storage is that due to swelling given by _
Eq.(5). At low densities (65 - 80% dense) this reservoir may need to be at

least partially discounted, particularly at high fluences. This follows from

the assumption that in highly irradiated, dense material most of that

reservoir volume is at grain boundaries. In low density material many if not

most of the grain boundaries are connected by porosity to the surface. For

low density material at low fluence and modest temperatures, there will not be

appreciable bubble motion to the grain surface, so the reservoir will still be

active. Most of the Be in the ITER blanket will fall in this regime under

normal operating conditions.

Tritium inventory in the lattice should be negligibly small and

correspond with solubility given by Eq.(8) The driving potential for theJ

lattice inventory should be that associated with the partial pressure of

tritium molecules in gas bubbles and voids. The fraction of the tritium found
o

in oxide inclusions cannot be determined from the information' available here.

Experimentally it has been found to be on the order of 2-4% of the total.

Release kinetics will be density dependent and partially diffusion

controlled, lt appears that the diffusivity given by Jones and Gibson is

adequate to describe tritium release from the bulk at less than critical

temperature for standard nuclear grade Be. For fully dense material, the time

constant for diffusive emission will be that based on the thickness of the

plate o, block. For partially dense material, the diffusion time may be much

, less. If the material is highly porous, the scaling length may be only one or

two grain diameters. The tritium that is not diffusion controlled will emerge

effectively in a short burst. The fraction of the tritium produced that willt.

reside in surfaces cannot be adequately determined at the present time.

However, examining the data in Figure 5, a reasonable model may be that

tritium bred in the lattice will undergo random diffusion. That which
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encounters an oxide inclusion or oxidized surface will be chemically trapped.

That which encounters a void or bubble will be trapped there.

Release of tritium from the oxides is activated by thermal processes.

When a temperature transient above the critica _ temperature occurs, an

additional release mechanism becomes active. 5_bble "breakaway" occurs with

the attendant release of most of the retained tritium. The release fraction

would be expected to appraach 100% if the temperature transient was to be high

enough and last long enough. An interesting question is how long this

transient must last before the large burst is seen. In Baldwin's work at

611°C (884 K) the time was ten hours. In the experiments shown in Figure 2

conducted at 700°C, the swelling time, which is believed to correspond to gas

release times, varied widely but was only one hour in one instance. This

phenomena will vary so widely with material composition, structure, n_tron

fluence, t_mperature, and probably other factors as weil, but Barnes' models

discussed above will be used for estimates here. Eq,(5) will be assumed to

apply to swelling that takes place while ITER is in operation, and Eq.(6) will

be used to estimate additionalswellingduring thermal transients. When the

swellinglocally exceeds 10%, releaseof bubble-trappedtritium will be

assumed.

I

The total evolutionhistory in a transientwill be an integrationin

time over the volume of the blanket Be. The integrand will be the sum of two

release rates. One will be due to ordinary classical diffusion required to

vent the tritium generated by decomposition of the ditritoxide. That may be

modelled as diffusion limited beginning with uniform oversaturation of the

lattice. The diffusion length will depend on the form of the Be. The other

term will only activate when the t_mperature exceeds the critical temperature.

lt will be assumed to come out immediately as it is released.

f

The detailed computation of this release history has not been performed

yet, partly because full neutronics calculations have not been performed over j

the entire blanket. Temperature and He distributions have been calculated for

the Be multiplier in each of four different zones at the mid-plane under

normal operating conditions. 28 Figure 8 shows the general configuration of

the blanket at that location, 29 and Table 3 lists the pertinent data for each
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Table 3. Estimates madeof operating temperatures and He production rates for
various locations in the Be multiplier regions at the midplane of the ITER
blanket. Swelling estimates are from Eq.15 ) after three years.

He rate Three-year
Be Zone x (mm) T__._CC.).(appm/yr) Swelling

1 0 280 3961 1.5216E-04
i0 316 3698 2.5087E-04
20 351 3452 3o8264E-04
30 387 3137 5.4299E-04 _
34 40__./I 313___Z 6.4353E-04

2 0 40__!I 2680 5.2856E-04
I0 366 2435 3.0264E-04
20 330 2212 1.6280E-04
30 295 2010 8.3901E-05
40 259 1826 3.9669E-05
50 . 224 1.659 1.7574E-05
59 192 1508 7.5806E-06

3 0 138 1331 1.5060E-06
I0 188 1238 5.3767E-06
20 237 1151 1.4555E-05
30 287 1070 3.3394E-05
40 337 995 6.6385E-05
50 386 925 1.1653E-04 _.
57 42_./I 96_._00 I.8463E-04

4 _ 42_..Z 70___.88 1.3493E-04
10 384 653 7.3553E-05
20 342 602 3.8038E-05
30 299 555 1.7926E-05
40 256 511 7.6340E-06
50 213 471 2.8712E-06
60 170 435 9.2120E-07
70 127 401 2.3839E-07
71 123 369 1.8876E-07

Distances, x, measured from the plasma side of each zone face.

node evaluated. Zone i is the multiplier region nearest the plasma, and 4 is

furthest from it.
.2

Eq.(5) was used to determine if any tritium trapped in bubbles may be

released during routine operations over three years, Swelling was found not

to exceed 0.001 in any of the nodes, so we conclude none 6_, the bubble-trapped

tritium is released. To get some feeling for the release fraction during a



thermal transient, the transient was modelled as a saturating-exponential

transition from the local operating temperature identified in Table 3 to a

target temperature varying from 500°C to 900°C with a lO-hour time constant.

The elements closest to the breeding zones (underlined in Table 3) experience

the greatest swelling in each zone, and their swelling histories, given by

Eq.(6) were tracked over 90 hours during the above described thermal

transients. Those histories are given in Figure 9. In reality, one would not

expect swelling to exceed 30%, shown as a practical maximum line in Figure 9

1 I .... 0.35- o Zone 1 __
0.9 / 900°C Zone _ 0.3 700 C _ __c'__ _ .....

o.s • _ 0,2
05

Oo:,? .//____. ................... o.1 . .. Zone

O, _v ........ 0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SO 90 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Time (hr) Tlme (hr)

°- o,.>600°C Zone 0.07 500°C Z

• 0.15 _Zon_ 0.06
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0.1._ 0.04
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o.o_ =on,3______ o.o_// . . . _o,o_
0 ,,, 0o 1'o2'o 3o .'o s'o6'07'0s'o 90 o lO =o 30 .o so so zo 80 9c
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Figure 9. Comparison of swelling predictions in selected nodes for thermal
transients to the temperatures indicated.

4

By making similar calculations for each of the nodes listed in Table 3

and monitoring the time in each thermal transient when each node reached 10%

swelling, it was possible to make an estimate of the release fraction for

bubble-trapped tritium as a function of time. The results of that c_culation

are given in Figure I0. The accuracy of this result is limited by the degree



to which swelling conditions at the midplane are representative oF those

elsewhere in the blanket. This is believed to be a conservative calculation

because neutron flux, and hence He production and swelling, is greatest at the

midplane.
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Figure 10. Release fraction histories for tritium trapped in He bubbles in the
ITER blanket during thermal transients to the temperatures indicated.

CONCLUSIONS

Data collected over the years on the effects of neutron irradiationon

Be have shown that He and tritiumare produced in rather predictable

quantities. Experimentsto determinethe way in which tritiumis retained in

irradiatedBe and released from it have been analyzed. The model that has

emerged from this review assumesthat (a) the tritium is mainly in the He

bubbles formed,with a small quantity retainedas Be(OT)2in oxide inclusions; -

(b) if the temperatureexceeds a criticaltemperatureset by Eq.(5) or Eq.(6)

,lr ,, , ,
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depending on whether the temperature transient is slow or f_st compared with

the neutron fluence, a process of rapid bubble growth and coalescence results

in the release of essentially all the remaining triti,lm. A computational

model to be used in estimating tritium releases from Be in an ITER blanket

during routine operations and eccident transients has been developed. Initial

estimates are that a majority of the tritium stored in the ITER blanket Be

will be raleased during tehlperature transients exceeding 600°C.
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